The Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Tossups by Chicago B (David Press, Bruce Arthur, Minda Zheng, Harry Altman)

1. His namesake “Dialogues” were published posthumously and consisted of his interchanges with Rollo May, Gregory Bateson, and Paul Tillich, among others. He strayed from his typical fare in Freedom to Learn for the 80’s and Becoming Partners: Marriage and its Alternatives. In his magnum opus, he wrote on such topics as “How can I be of help?” and “A Philosophy of Persons.”  For ten points, name this psychologist who, in his On Becoming a Person, advocated his humanistic, client-centered approach to psychotherapy.
Answer: Carl Ransom Rogers

2. In this poem, there is a “boy ecstatic, with his bare feet the waves, with his hair the atmosphere dallying.”  The narrator talks of “The word final, superior to all” and asks “Are you whispering it, and have been all the time, you sea-waves?  Is that it from your liquid rims and wet sands?”  The boy finds two birds “Up this seashore in some briers” who exclaim things like “Shine! Shine! Shine!” and “Soothe! Soothe! Soothe!” For ten points, this is what poem, the first in the section “Sea Drift,” in which mockingbirds sing like an “old crone” pushing the titular object in Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass?
Answer: Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking

3. In this work, a chandelier with at least three levels is seen at the top of the background, as are two white lights on red pillars. Near the front of the painting, we see a cup in which a yellow flower and a pink flower have been placed, as well as a bowl of round orange fruit. A man in a yellow shirt and a woman in a white coat with yellow gloves punctuate a background full of black clothes. A triangular red logo on some bottles, the trademark of a brand that still exists today. For ten points, identify this final painting of Edouard Manet, which features an alcohol-serving woman standing in front of a mirror.
Answer: A Bar at the Folies-Bergère

4. The Romans declared Borvo, the Celtic god of springs, and the Egyptian deity Horus equivalent to this god. To the Etruscans, he was a staffed god of thunder and lightening. The Greeks sometimes called him musagetes, believing that he directed the choir of the Muses. Deeds credited to him including slaying Zeus's cyclopeses, defeating two different satyrs in music contests, and giving King Midas ass’s ears. The swan was sacred to him, having been present at his island birth. At the beginning of the Iliad, he brings a plague upon the Achaeans. For ten points, name this Graeco-Roman deity, the son of Leto and sister of Artemis.
Answer: Apollo or Loxias (or Loxian Apollo)

5. It isn't a Treaty of Paris, but this agreement signed in a primate's palace was the fourth peace accord signed in its namesake city. The independence of Liguria and the annexation of Tuscany were two provisions from earlier treaties that this agreement affirmed. The King of Bavaria, the King of Wurttemberg, and the Elector of Baden were among the European rulers who received land under this agreement; the losers were forced to pay an indemnity of 40 million francs and Francis I was forced to both give up all hope of ever being Holy Roman Emperor again and pull out of the Third Coalition. For ten points, name this treaty that Napoleon forced on Austria in 1805 after the Battle of Austerlitz.
Answer: Fourth Peace of Pressburg

6. Radiation hydrodynamics is necessary to model interactions near the anomalous variety of these objects, including 1.E 1048.1-5937. Strong plasma flows in the vicinity of these objects invalidate ideal MHD near them; the inclusion of resistive modes can help explain the apparent superluminal motion that they create. The first of these to be discovered was initially given the name LGM-1, and they may be powered by accreted matter, a decaying magnetic field, or simply rotation. For 10 points, name this type of rotating neutron star whose radiation intensity varies periodically.
Answer: pulsars (accept x-ray pulsars or soft gamma repeaters before LGM-1)

7. In Act One of this play, the wives of some of the powerful men of the municipality regale the doctor’s wife, Mrs. Lynge, with tales about the scandals that rocked the coastal village before she arrived. This scandal involves the brother-in-law and half-sister-in-law of the main character, who arrive from America at the end of Act One, endangering the doc owner’s reputation. He gets into further trouble when his shipwright, Aune, starts clamoring for the dock workers’ rights. The main character conjures up a plan to let Aune and his dock workers not fix up the boat that will be taking Johann Tönnesen and Lona Hessel back to the New World, but everything falls apart when his son Olaf gets on the boat to follow them. For ten points, name this play in which the town’s great businessman Karsten Bernick is shown to be a fraud, written by Henrick Ibsen.
Answer: The Pillars of the Society (accept The Pillars of the Community or Samfundets støtter)

8. Early in his career, he was elected to the Senate but disqualified because he had not been a citizen for sufficient time; he was forced to settle for the House, where he notably opposed appropriations for the Navy via his orchestration of the Committee on Finance. Late in his career, he served as John Quincy Adams' minister to Great Britain and co-founded New York University and the American Ethnological Society. More notably, he was the highest-ranking American negotiator at Ghent. For ten points, name this staunch fiscal conservative and Swiss immigrant who served Jefferson and Madison as Secretary of the Treasury
Answer: Abraham Alfonse Albert Gallatin

9. This practice is subdivided into Sahajdhari and Udasi sects, and many of its adherents are trained in a martial art called Gatka. Yogi Bhajan brought this faith to the Western Hemisphere, where it has approximately four million adherents. Pahul is undergone by initiates to the Khalsa, and practitioners carry a comb at all times, though they are not permitted to shave or to cut their hair. While its past heads have included Angad Dev and Har Krishan, its current leader, Granth Sahib, is actually a book. For ten points, name this religion formerly headed by Gobind Singh and Nanak Dev and centered in the Punjab.
Answer: Sikhism

10. The medieval fabliau Le Vilain mire was the original source of this play. In Act I, Scene IV, Lucas and Valère come upon the protaganist’s spouse who hatches a plan involving them to get back at the wifebeater. After being beaten into his presumed role by the two, the protagonist abuses it by trying to cop a feel on Lucas’ wife, the wet-nurse Jacqueline. Géronte, the master of Lucas and Valere, is impressed by the protaganist’s fake knowledge of Latin and hires him to figure out why his daughter Lucinde won’t speak. For ten points, name this 1666 work in which Sganarelle is forced to try and treat some patients, a comedy by Molière.
Answer: The Doctor In Spite of Himself (accept Le Médecin malgré lui)

11. Any one of these necessarily has the least-upper bound property. They can be compared in the sense that if two of them are not isomorphic, then one is isomorphic to an initial segment of the other. This can be proven directly or it can first be noted that any one of them is isomorphic to the order on some ordinal. Strong induction can be used in any of them; the standard ordering on the natural numbers is one, and there ordinary induction can be used. The statement that one can be put on any set is equivalent to the Axiom of Choice. For ten points, name this type of total ordering, defined by the property that any nonempty subset of a set ordered under one has a minimum.
Answer: well-ordering (accept well-ordered; prompt on “ordered” or “ordering”)

12. Humor in this novel is partly provided by the abrasive nature of Thomas Palmer, whose house at Cleveland serves as a place of recovery for one central character's bout with pneumonia. The love interest of another central character has a brother named Robert who we first meet at Gray’s giving a lecture on toothpick-cases. A central plot point is revealed when we learn of the engagement of Sophia Grey, who stands to inherit 50,000 pounds. This is explained during the central characters' time at Portman Square in London, courtesy of the matchmaker Mrs. Jennings, but the main characters spend most of their time in a cottage at Barton Park, courtesy of their mother Fanny;s cousin Sir John Middleton. For ten points, what is this novel in which Colonel Branden and Edward Ferrars end up with Marianne and Elinor Dashwood, respectively, authored by Jane Austen? 
Answer: Sense and Sensibility (prompt on “Elinor and Marianne”)

13. Unified by belief in the least-important use theory of value, members of this group wrote books such as Human Action; Man, Economy and the State; and The Pure Theory of Capital. Major innovations of its members include the concept of opportunity costs, due to von Weiser, and the idea of marginal utility, due to Menger, but its most prolific 19th century member was probably Böhm-Bawerk, to whom is due the idea of marginal utility analysis and this school’s namesake theory of value. For ten points, identify this economic school of thought championed in the 20th Century by Murray Rothbard and Ludwig von Mises.
	Answer: Austrian School of Economics (or Vienna School of Economics)

14. Some of this work’s music was excerpted to create the ballet The Four Seasons, and its premise had already been rejected by Meyerbeer and Halèvy before its composer took it up in 1853. Subject to Spanish adaptation as Giovanna de Guzman, its overture contains the death theme of Hélène and its plot revolves around the secret that the rebel protagonist is the son of the governor of the namesake locale. For ten points, name this opera with libretto by Duveyrier and Scribe in which Guy de Monteforte is unable to suppress the anti-French rebellion fomented by Henri; an 1855 work of Verdi about a 1282 historical event.
Answer: I Vespri siciliani, opera (Les vêpres siciliennes) (or just The Sicilian Vespers)

15. This property appears as the negative term in the numerator of the cavitation number, and the left separatrix of generalized property correction charts is defined by equating the chart ordinate to its reduced version. Physical vapor deposition must be done in vacuuo because this property is immensely low for solid metals. A substance will freeze if its liquid one is higher than its solid one, and melt if the reverse is true. For an ideal liquid, its variation with temperature is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, and once known for a liquid, it can be approximated for its solutions by Raoult's Law. For ten points, name this pressure that is equal to the atmospheric pressure at the boiling point.
Answer: vapor pressure

16. Most of this work is set underwater: the waterline breaks a tree into six parts at center left. There are no flies or ants in this painting, but a fish is visible at center right. The block and the ground are split into many parts, although the cliff in the background is unified and instead hovers above the water. Another element retained from the original upon which this work is based is that the watches are still soft, though the hands are floating off of one of them. For ten points, name this painting that Salvador Dali completed in 1954, the sequel to “The Persistence of Memory.”
Answer: The Disintegration of the Persistence of Memory

17. This person was kicked upstairs to the governorship of Cyprus in 58 BCE and his lone surviving writing is a letter in volume XV of Cicero’s Ad familiares. He was politically allied with Calpurnius Bibulus, though, after the defeat at Thapsus of his military ally Metellus Scipio, he committed suicide, allegedly by ripping-out his intestines, after he had seen the last of his supporters off from Utica. For ten points, name this leader of the Optimates and enemy of the first triumvirate, the great-grandson of a censor of the same name.
	Answer: Marcus Porcius Cato the Younger (prompt on “Cato”)

18. The Sanderson one is defined as a ratio of the electron density to an expected electron density. The Allen one, proposed in 1989, is defined as an average of the energies of valence electrons, and can be calculated from spectroscopic data; it correlates well with the most famous one. The Allred-Rochow one also correlates well with the most famous one, and is defined in terms of the ratio of the atomic number to the square of the atomic radius. The Mulliken one is simply the average of the ionization energy and the electron affinity. Most famous, however, is the Pauling one, in which fluorine has the maximum value of 3.98. For ten points, name this measure of the ability of an atom to attract electrons.
Answer: electronegativity

19. He distributed land grants to his poor followers, called the highlanders. He also installed a system of water pipes and sought to give his city a favorable balance of trade. Megacles forced this man into exile after he refused to have children with Megacles's daughter, and he had returned from a previous exile with the help of a tall woman dressed as Athena. According to Herodotus, he was responsible for the Persians looking unfavorably on Athens. Named for one of Nestor's sons in the Illiad and succeeded by his sons Hippias and Hipparchus, for ten points, name this three-time Athenian tyrant.
Answer: Pisistratus (accept also Peisistratus, Psistratus, Pesistratus)

20. His criticism of other philosophers is represented in his authorship of Demons, Dreamers and Madmen, which discusses Descartes, and in his editorship of the anthology Leibniz: A Collection of Critical Essays. He defines the titular concept as non-voluntary, disinterested concern and argues that the purest form of love is self-love in his Reasons of Love. He is most famous for a recent work that includes an analysis of Max Black's essay “The Prevalence of Humbug” and which suggests that its titular concept is worse than lying, because liars must know what the truth is. For ten points, name this Princeton philosopher who has put a philosophical essay near the top of the New York Times non-fiction bestseller list with his recently republished “On Bullshit.”
Answer: Harry G. Frankfurt

Overtime. In J.D. Salinger’s story “For Esmé – with Love and Squalor”, Sergeant X discovers a book with an inscription and writes in it a quote from this 1850 work saying “What is hell?  I maintain that it is the suffering of being unable to love.”  This novel’s main character befriends a son of Captain Snegiryov, whose son once saw the father beaten up by a relative of the main character. This son, Ilyusha, looks up to carefree Kolya, who let a train pass over him while laying on the tracks, but when Ilyusha becomes sick and dies, Kolya befriends the main character and reassess the nihilist beliefs he obtained from the main character’s atheist brother, Ivan. For ten points, what is this novel in which Katerina and Grushenka are romantically involved with Dmitri, the oldest of the titular fraternity, written by Fyodor Dostoevsky?
Answer: The Brothers Karamazov

Extra 1. Although the exact location has not been confirmed, this 751 AD battle was believed to have taken place in present-day Kyrgyzstan. It involved an army of the Arab Abbasid Caliphate and their confederates defeating a smaller Chinese army under General Gao Xianzhi, and marked the westernmost expansion of the Chinese Tang Dynasty. Most importantly, this battle resulted in the capture of many skilled Chinese workers, knowledgeable in the technological advances of Medieval China. For ten points, identify this battle, which revealed the secret of making paper to the Islamic world.
	Answer: Battle of Talas River

Extra 2. Receiving a Master’s Degree in Mathematics from Harvard at Age 19, he worked as a researcher at Los Alamos before joining the faculty of UC Santa Cruz. Writing songs on topics for purposes ranging from educating children on grammar to poking fun at topics such as nuclear war. While extremely active writing satirical music during the 60s, he believed that Kissinger’s winning of the Nobel Peace Prize rendered satire obsolete. For ten points, name this renegade pianist, famous for his controversial songs such as, “The Masochism Tango” and “Poisoning Pigeons in the Park.”
	Answer: Tom Lehrer

Extra 3. Subdivisions of this entity include Coos, Strafford, and Cheshire. Its largest lake is Lake Winnipesaukee and the Connecticut River marks its border with its Western neighbor. It is known for its granite quarries and 2004 saw the unseating, in an extremely close election, of its controversial governor Craig Benson. Its highest peak is Mount Washington, part of the Presidential Range that straddles part of its northernmost county. For ten points, identify this state, home to the White Mountains and the defiant motto, “Live Free or Die”.
Answer: New Hampshire
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1. Identify these goddesses of Ancient Egypt for ten points each.
1. This sky goddess married the Earth and had notable children such as Osiris, Isis, and Seth.
Answer: Nut
2. This solar goddess and protector of Ra was usually depicted with the head of a lion or, later, a housecat
Answer: Bast or Bastet
3. This daughter of Nut married Seth. The goddess of the air, she was depicted as a vulture, whose spontaneous generation she was believed to cause. Some say she was the mother of Anubis.
Answer: Nepthys or Nebet-het

2. Name each of the following works of literature so good that not even the endorsement of Ayn Rand can make them such, for ten points.
1. This novel by Nobel-Prize Winner Henryk Sienkiewicz tells the story of a Roman soldier who falls in love with a Christian woman and finally converts.
Answer: Quo Vadis?
2. Ayn Rand wrote an introduction to an edition of this last of Victor Hugo's novels. It concerns Lantenac, Cimourdain, and Gauvain, three fictional leaders of the French Revolution.
Answer: Ninety-Three (or Quatrevingt-treize)
3. Ayn Rand's favorite poem, it was read at her funeral. Written by Rudyard Kipling, it ends “Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, / And – which is more – you'll be a Man my son!”
Answer: “If”

3. For 10 points each, name these processes of nuclear fusion occurring in stars.
1. This hydrogen-burning reaction is the dominant source of energy in stars the size of the sun or smaller. It requires only hydrogen to occur.
Answer: proton-proton chain
2. This hydrogen-burning reaction is the dominant source of energy in larger stars. It requires some catalysts in the form of its three namesake heavier elements.
Answer: carbon-nitrogen-oxygen cycle
3. This helium-burning reaction consists of the direct fusion of helium nuclei to form beryllium and carbon. While energetically attractive, its massively low cross-section makes it unfeasable outside of stars.
Answer: triple-alpha process

4. In one translation its first formulation is “Act only according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it would become a universal law.”  For ten points each…
1. What is this concept with another formulation that states that you ought treat people as ends only, never as means?
Answer: categorical imperative
2. The categorical imperative was introduced by Immanuel Kant in what 1785 work?
Answer: Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals
3. Kant thought that there is the real world where things are as they are in themselves and the apparent world of these things siphoned through our a priori categories. For 10 points all or nothing, give the common English appellations of these two worlds in the order described.
Answer: noumenal and phenomenal

5. For ten points each, identify the following Nobel Prize winning economists from clues. 
1. Winner of the 1999 Nobel Prize in Economics, this man contested that famines are caused by oppressive governments, not by simple shortages of food.
Answer: Amartya Sen
2. Winner of the 1992 Nobel Prize in Economics, this man is known for using the tools of microeconomic analysis to interpret a variety of non-economic problems. 
	Answer: Gary S. Becker
3. Winner of the 1976 Nobel Prize in Economics, this man supported the withholding of income taxes, and later the idea of a monetary rule.
Answer: Milton Friedman

6. For 10 points each, name these neurotransmitters.
1. This is the neurotransmitter released by parasympathetic neurons, as well as pre-ganglionic sympathetic neurons.
Answer: acetylcholine
2. This amino acid is the most common neurotransmitter in the brain.
Answer: glutamate or glutamic acid
3. This gaseous neurotransmitter is also used by the endothelium of the blood vessels to signal the surrounding smooth muscle to relax.
Answer: nitrogen monoxide or nitric oxide

7. His “sorrow is not dead / Sunk though he be beneath the watry floar.”  For ten points per answer…
1. What poem discusses this titular drowned man and commands that “woful Sheperds weep no more”?
Answer: Lycidas
2. Who wrote Song on May Morning and Upon the Circumcision, along with Lycidas?
Answer: John Milton
3: With a similar title to a tract by Isocrates, this prose pamphlet of John Milton's argues “For the Liberty of unlicenc'd Printing.”
Answer: Areopagitica

8. Identify the following from the war ended by the Treaty of Portsmouth for ten points each.
1. The first major sea battle of the Russo-Japanese War occurred when a Russian fleet attempted to break a Japanese naval blockade with disastrous results. Name this 1904 battle.
Answer: Battle of Port Arthur
2. In 1905, the Russians send a fleet around the Cape of Good Hope to crush the Japanese. Instead, the fleet was destroyed by the Japanese in this battle, deciding the war.
Answer: Battle of the Tsushima Strait
3. Much of the dispute was over this Chinese peninsula, on which the Russians wanted to build a railroad. For a final ten points, name this peninsula that contains Port Arthur.
Answer: Liaotung or Liaodung Peninsula

9. For ten points each, name the following about a Broadway musical.
1. This musical about a pair of con artists features scores such as “Keep it Gay” and “Opening Night.”
Answer: The Producers
2. The most well-known score in The Producers, this song features a man named Rolf and forms an ode to a notorious dictator.
	Answer: “Springtime for Hitler”
3. In The Producers, the composer of “Springtime for Hitler” is a crazed former Nazi who keeps pigeons in his coop in Greenwich Village. Name him.
Answer: Franz Liebkind (accept either)

10. For ten points each, answer the following questions about Sparta.
1. Name the royal house of Sparta of which King Leonidas, who died at Thermoplaye, was a member.
Answer: Agiad
2. Name the section of the Peloponnesus of which Sparta was capital, and from which comes an English synonym of terse.
	Answer: Laconia
3. Name the decisive 371 BC battle at which several hundred Spartans by Theban troops under Epaminondas were killed, ending Sparta’s time as a first-rate Greek power.
Answer: Leuctra

11. Answer each of the following from a branch of mathematics for ten points.
1. This mathematical object consists of a set of elements and binary operation such that the elements satisfy closure and associativity for the operation and identity and inverse elements exist for each element.
	Answer: group
2. A group is of this type if and only if its elements commute under the group operation.
	Answer: Abelian group
3. Given a group G and a normal subgroup N, G/N [“G mod N”] is Abelian if and only if N contains this subgroup of G.
Answer: the commutator subgroup of G (also accept the derived group of G)

12. The American Civil War was a time of great naval innovation. For the stated number of points, name these things related to that innovation.
1. (10 points) This Confederate vessel sank three times, but not before becoming the first submarine to sink a ship in wartime.
Answer: CSS H.L. Hunley
2. (10 points) The USS Monitor, the Union's first Ironclad, was designed by this Swedish inventor
Answer: John Ericsson
3. (5 points, 5 points) For five points each, name both the Union and Confederate Navy Secretaries during the Civil War, a Massachusettsan and a Floridian who both promoted innovation.
Answer: Gideon Welles and Stephen Mallory

13. Set in the town of Starkfield, it tells the story of a cowardly man who falls in love with his hired help. For ten points per answer…
1. What is this novel featuring a crippling sleigh-ride and a broken pickle-dish?
Answer: Ethan Frome
2. What is the name of Ethan Frome's perpetually ill and annoying wife who cherished the aforementioned pickle-dish?
Answer: Mrs. Zenobia (Zena) Frome
3. This former stage-driver opens the work by telling the narrator of Ethan Frome’s “smash up;… twenty-four years ago come next February.”
Answer: Harmon Gow (accept either)

14. For ten points each, answer the following questions about rivers.
1. Geologically one of the oldest rivers in the world, predating even the Atlantic Ocean, this river flows through three states before emptying into the Chesapeake.
Answer: Susquehanna River
2. With a namesake town in Nebraska, this 900-mile-long tributary of the Missouri River was an important part of the Oregon and Mormon trails. Infamously shallow, frontiersmen joked that it was a mile wide and an inch deep.
	Answer: Platte River
3. This river, the longest in Poland, has on its banks the important cities of Krakow and Warsaw.
Answer: Vistula River

15. Identify the following heresies of early Christianity from clues for ten points each.
1. Most of the Germanic barbarians who invaded Rome were adherents to this heresy, which held that there was a time when Christ did not exist, and that he was a created being inferior god to God the Father.
Answer: Arianism
2. The Syrian Church still clings to this heresy today, which rejects the unity of man and god within Christ. Notably, it claims that Mary cannot be considered the Mother of God, merely the Mother of Christ.
Answer: Nestorianism
3. The fifth century saw the arrival of this trendy heresy, which rejected original sin.
Answer: Pelagianism

16. For 10 points each, answer the following about an elementary particle.
1. According to the standard model, this is the only gauge boson that doesn't self-couple.
Answer: photons
2. In the standard model, the photon is the bosonic intermediary of this fundamental interaction.
	Answer: electromagnetic interaction or force
2. With the assumption of zero rest mass, this relativistic wave equation for spin-0 particles predicts photon behavior. The Schrödinger equation is its non-relativistic limit.
Answer: Klein-Gordon equation

17. Identify these popes with something in common for ten points.
1. This pope attempted, unsuccessfully, to oppose the monothelitist heresy. He was eventually banished to the Crimea by Constans II Pogonatus.
	Answer: St. Martin I (prompt on “Martin”)
2. This final Roman pope of the Great Western Schism had himself deposed by the Council of Pisa.
	Answer: Gregory XII
3. This line of quasi-papal figures dwelling at Avignon were all deposed in 1417, most posthumously. They included Clement VII and Benedict XIII.
	Answer: Avignon antipopes

18. Set during the repressive rule of Nicholas I, it tells of the disintegrating psyche of a minor civil servant. For ten points per answer…
1. What is this short story with first chapter entitled “October 3rd?”
Answer: “Diary of a Madman” (or “Zapiski sumasshedshego”)
2. Who wrote this hilarious “Tale of How Ivan Ivanovich Quarrelled with Ivan Nikiforovich” as well as 1835's “Diary of a Madman?”
Answer: Nikolai Gogol
3. This Gogol short story tells of a barber named Ivan Yakovlevich who finds a piece of his customer Kovalyvov's body in his bread. Kovalyvov has a frank discussion with his body part before finally waking up with it reattached.
Answer: “The Nose” (or “Nos”)

19. For ten points each, answer these questions about South African history.
1. This group of Africans migrated into present-day South Africa from the Niger Delta. Skilled at agriculture and iron working, they were able to establish themselves in many parts of the region.
Answer: Bantu
2. The discovery of diamonds in and around this town in 1869 led to a conflict between the Boer states of Transvaal and the Orange Free State, and the ultimate annexation of the entire area by the British.
	Answer: Kimberley
3. In defense of apartheid, the National Party created this commission in 1948. It concluded that segregation should be made stricter until the races became completely separate.
Answer: Sauer Commission

20. He wrote about a wealthy dilettante named Shimamura and his love for the mountain geisha Komako in Snow Country and of Kikuji and his attendance at a tea party with Mrs. Ota in Thousand Cranes. For ten points each…
1. Name this Japanese author.
Answer: Yasunari Kawabata 
2. This semi-fictional novel is about two different approaches to a competition between Minoru and Otake, representing science versus art.
Answer: The Master of Go (or Meijin)
3. In this Kawabata story the elderly Eguchi visits the titular locale fully confident of his virility but finds himself remembering women of his past.
	Answer: “The House of the Sleeping Beauties“ (or “Nemureru bijo”)

Extra 1. For ten points each, identify the following people who invaded the Middle East.
1. This Egyptian king defeated the Seleucid king Antiochus III at the Battle of Raphia, the largest ever fought in Palestine.
Answer: Ptolemy IV (accept “Ptolemy Philopator,” prompt on “Ptolemy”)
2. Responding to a request from the Byzantine Emperor Alexius I, this Pope called for the first crusade of all Christians to fight in the Middle East, ultimately leading to the sack of Jerusalem.
	Answer: Urban II
3. This man became the leader of the Provisional Government of Iraq following a successful 2003 invasion.
Answer: Lewis Paul Bremer (prompt on “Bremer”)

Extra 2. For 10 points each, name these elements.
1. It was found in 2002 that not only can fluorine and oxygen form compounds with noble gases, but so can this metal.
Answer: uranium
2. In its white form, its atoms group into fours to form molecules whose atoms are at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron.
Answer: phosphorus
3. This transition metal was the first element not naturally occurring on Earth to be artificially produced.
Answer: technetium

Extra 3. Given a description of his state architecture style, identify the totalitarian ruler for ten points each.
1. This man's official architecture was unapologetic and total neo-classisism
Answer: Benito Mussolini 
2. This man's regime blended neo-classical design with traditional folk architecture, using the former for high-level government buildings and urban areas and the latter for rural areas or lower government buildings like post offices.
Answer: Adolph Hitler
3. The official architecture of this man's regime stressed the big building, being notable for a “wedding-cake” style of skyscraper that had several terraces, tiers, and smaller towers leading to a central spire, giving the image of a drastic upward surge.
Answer: Joseph Stalin

Extra 4. For 10 points each, name these prints by M. C. Escher.
1. Monks walk up and down a staircase that circles back on itself, going ever upward (or ever downard).
Answer: Ascending and Descending
2. Red and gray fish travel in opposite directions along two paths, each of which spirals inward at each end.
Answer: Whirlpools
3. The bottom of this print is the same as the top, and its sequel consists of simply repeating it several times; it shows strange creatures called “wentelteefje” [don't know how to pronounce this one] wandering around impossible stairs.
Answer: House of Stairs

Extra 5. According to its author, it could have been titled A Short History About Everyone for the Last 13,000 Years. For ten points per answer…
1. Name this 1998 Pulitzer Prize-winning book that is subtitled The Fates of Human Societies and that argues that the success of European civilization is the product of opportunity rather than ingenuity.
Answer: Guns, Germs and Steel
2. Who wrote Guns, Germs and Steel?
Answer: Jared Diamond
3. Subtitled, How Societies Choose To Fail or Succeed, this is Jared Diamond's latest work. It examines how several civilizations' use and abuse of their environment has caused the title event.
Answer: Collapse

